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Performance Programming with the Los Alamos Macro Accelerator*

G. Cort
Los Alamos IIational Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico F37545

Introduction

The CCC macro facility, as extended by Version 2.0 of Softool’s Change and
Configuration Control Environment, offers many new and powerful features. Among
these are a vastly extended suite of commands, error trapping, and structured
constructs. In concert with previously existing Version 1.x features (notably
the very powerful symbol substitution and parameter passage facilities), these
features combine to transform the macro facility from a simple command language
into an extremely flexible programming language which is suitable for developing
very large and complex applicatioi,s.

As application size increases, questions relating to the performance of the
macto facility become ~ncre~singly relevant. As an interpreted command lan-
guage, the performance of the macro facility cannot be expected to be
exceedingly fast. However, there has been a positive dearth of information
relating to CCC performance, and vlthout such analyses, users have insufficient
information to implement eificient programming strategies.

This paper presents the results of a performance analysis of the CCC! m~cro
facility conducted at the Los Alamos Nationai Laboratory Uuapons Neutron
Research Facility. The gcval of this work was to identify and evaluate major
factors that can con’.rib(Jte to the degradation of performance of the CCC macro
facilitj, and to develop strategies for coul)tering their etfects. In par-
ticular, we report or the Los Alnmos Macro Accelerator, which can produce
dramatic increases in exerutioa speed ior ma]ly applications,

ScopI? of the Analysis

Before emLarklng upon a presentntlol) of the organizcit!on and re:~u]ts of the
performance tests, some explnnnt~on of the scopo of the nnnlysls !S III order.
As is apparent to even the most cnsual u~cr, numerous factors c~n f ‘p~~t the
performance of the CCC system. Most of these factors nre nqsocinteo with the
manipulation of pe~m~nent text d+ftn str(lcturcs wlth!n the C(X d~ta 5nsP, e.g.
import/export operations, editing, copying, etc. Tht+ ovethends nsnoclmted with
these operations cm he qul(c subst~ntin], nnd ale exAc@rbnted by tile cx!~tence
of prior versions of the opernnd texts, as WPJ1 H3 by !f)~pproprifite positioning
w~tllin the data base, text size and mAny other factors,



excluded from consideration by this study. It should be noted, however, that
strategies exist for minimizing the effects of many of these factors.

Probably the most significant overhead that is exclusively attributable to the
CCC macro facility is associated vith macro activation. We define the macro
activation time as the interval that begins at the time thht all symbols have
been substituted into a macro invocation, and ends when the specified macro
begins executing. This interval can be divided into three subintervals, namely:

a) the amount of time required by the CCC program to communicate with the
data base process;

b) the amount of time required by the data base process to locate the
specified macro;

c) the amount of time required by the data base process to reconstruct the
macro from prior versions,

Because the subinterval defined in (c), above, is likely to depend strongly upon
the 10CR1 environment, it is excluded from consideration by this work. This
analysis, therefore, deals strictly with mncro activation time, as defined
above, where all macros are considered tc be atomic, i.e. no prior versions
exist.

The Modularity Issue

At this juncture it {s well to examine the ~ppropriateness of the concept of
modul~rjty as it ~pplies to ccc macro proqrammtng, In particular, it seems
obvious that one method for reducing macuo activation overhends within an ap-
plication is to reduce the number of invoc~tions of subordinate mncros. Indeed,
it would appear as though the most effective strategy to enhance perf~rmance is
to develop each application as a single macro, thereby sacrificing modularity on
the altnr of performance.

Although the Rppronch described ~bove may appenr nttract!ve within tile context
of the microcnvtronment of a particular ~pplication, it 1s fundnm~?ntally unsound
and possibly even counterprorlllct lve when considered from ~ broncler perspective.
The high intramodule cohe~ion mnd low Intermodule coupling thnt are ch~rncteris-
tic of modulsr systems nte wtcl~ly nccepted ns major contributors to ent)nnced
rellmblllty, mklntnlnnbillty nnd ~llldelst~n[lnl)lllty. Rigorous npp]icntion of
these principles generally results in numerous, functionally expllcit, independ-
●nt modules which nre hiernrchicnlly orgnnized, and which nre significantly
ensier to nwinage than R single monolithic applictationo

A second irnpottnnt reRson for nhnndoniuc the monolithic, nppronch, lies in tile
effectiveness of “utillty’t m~cros. These CRII be described RR sm~]] npplicntiot:s
that perform n speclflc, frequently I!eeded or Widely-appllcnble tn~k. such
mncros nre developed to bQ cmlled from othpr nppiicntionsl and CmI he used ns
building l)lorlts for mOI-e complex appllcntions. III nd(]ition, by tPplRCillR l)lock~
of lower level code wltll n S1lUIIQ drscrlptlve mncro name (rind appropriate
pnrnm~ters), tho rendnl)!llty Rnd {Il)[lotstnl]dnbility of the !t)voking modules is
siglllficant]y Iml)loved.

Flnnlly, nnd prol)nhly most Impottal)lly, tile LXX mncro fnc{lity nrlllnlly
cnroutm~es the developm~l)t of multlmudulnl Rl)pllrntions I)y pt:ovlJlll~ tl)e nbll!ty
to press illdeX dntn slructule~ ns pnlnmeters to CCC mncros (rind t’omfnnllds), Tile
functtonnlity g~ln~rl hy utilizing this Inngunge fenture is phenomenal, nlthough



it is also true that a single macro invocation utilizing an index structure can
result in a large number of activations. Regardless of the additional activa-
tion overheads imposed through the use of index structures, however, this
feature is functionally far too valuable to eliminate merely to improve execu-
tion speed.

In summary, the benefits that accrue from the development of modular systems far
exceed the inconveniences that res~ll from (significantly) increased activation
overhe~ds. For this reason it seems reasonable to retain a modular structure
for most applications and to develop alternate strategies for enhancing macro
facility performance.

_______________

BEGIN BUBBLE SORT

[ invoke the CCC-editor on the text to be solted ]
[ position the edit pointer at the first line ]

WHILE [ text not completely sorted ]

<GET_PR,EVIOUS_LINE> [ to retrieve the previous line ]

IF [ edit pointer at first line of text ]

THEN <ADVANCE,-A_LINE> [ to advance the edit pointer J

ELSE
<ASSIGN KEY> [ to construct scrt key for previous line ]
[ retriZve the current line ]
<ASSIGN_KEY? ~ to construct sort key for current line ]

TF [previous key is lexically greater th~n current key ]

THEN <S’JAPLINES> [ to exchange the lines ]

ELSE <ADVANCEA LINE> [ to advance the edit pointer ]— —

RNDIF
lZNDlF

ENIJWHILE

END flU13f!1,1?SOR’r.

F!g. 1. Pseudocode for BUl\lll,E SOR’r/lJsM, tlnrro i~lvocnticns nre ~llcl,]sed il} <>.
A complete li~ting of BUIIUI,E SORT/l)SM nnd nlk of 1!s subordinates is
provided in AppQndlx A,



Baseline Tests

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed performance enhancement
strategies, lt is first necessary to characterize the performance of the unen-
hanced macro facility. For this study, a benchmark application was developed.
This application, called B1’BBLE SORT/DSH, is a CCC data structure macro
(resident at the data base leveI) that employs the CCC editor to lexically sort
the records of a CCC permanent text data structure. Pseudocode for the top-
level macro is shown in Figure 1.

It must bs emphasized that no attempt has been made to make BUBBLE SORT/DS’4 an
efficient sort routine. IndeeJ, every effort was made to maximize–the number of
macro invocations that it makes, the~eby to provide a better measure of the
attendant overhesds. To further maximize the number of macro Invocations re-
quired to sort a text, and to simplify the mathematics of the analysis, all
texts to be sorted were initially organized In reverse lexical order. With this
boundary condition, and from examination of the pseudocode of Fig. 1, it is a
simple matter to derive a mathematical expression for the number of macro
invocations n made by BUBBLE SORT/DSM as a function of the number of records N
to be sorted: This expre-si~n is given below:

n = N(4N - 2) (1)

In addition, we may express the relative activation overhead for sorting a text
of length N in terms of the activation overhead ratio A as follows:——

A(N) = n(N) / n(1) (~)

The activation overhead ratio express~s the activation overhead incurred in
sorting R text that is N records in length in terms of the activation overhead
of a single record text. For example, for a five-record text (N-5) the number
of mncro activations n performed during the sorting process (from Eq. 1) is 90.
A similar computation-shows that two activations are requireu to “sort” a single
record text (N=l). Consequently, f~om Eq. (2), the activation overhxtd ratio
for the five-record text is 45 (A=90/2). Therefore, sorting a five record text
incurs forty-five times as much activation time as “sorting” a sing]t record
text.

The beilchrn~rks performed clurlng this study involved sorting texts of length
N=1,5,1U,15, and 20, Benchmarks were executed on a VAX 11/750 computer nesting
the VllS operating system. Wch I]enchrnnrk was executed In batch mode OH a queue
with base ptiority of 4. Worklug sot default, quotn and extent values were 500,
700 and 1000, respectively. For e~ch test the follo~lng Ytat!stics wero
compiledl tot~l execution time for the CCC program, total execution time for the
dnta bnse progrnm, and totnl pnge faults by tl~e CCC plograrn. These statistics
were written to the various log [Iles produced I)y the tesr ewecution. A typicnl
CCC-bntch file lor execlltillg 11112tesls nlld loggitlg the results is sli,~wtl In :~g,
2. In order to determine the ovel-bends nssoclated with starting thp batch ;~l),
logging into the dntn bnse and pertotming the host op~rntions, n separnte tcv(
was executed in which tl~e fourth line of the htch tile (Fig, 2.) was delet~~!.



This extraneous overhead was then subtracted from all CCC program execution
tinies.

LoGIN TEST XXXXXX
SET HOSTLOG [VNRCONFTG.DSH]TUENTY.CCC LOG
HOST SHOH PROCESS /ACCOUNTING CDBLIBS–
BUBBLE SGRT TWENTY
HOST ~HOW PROCESS /ACCOUNTING CDBLIBS

Fig. 2. The CCC-batch file that executes the benchmark for sorting a twenty-
record text. CCC program statistics are recorded at the end of the
batch log file. Data base process (CDBLIBS) statistics are reco:ded in
two log files: TWENTY.CCC LOG;l and TWENTY.CCC LOG;2.—

The results of these benchmarks are presented in Fig. 3. In order G eveluate
these results we define two additional quantities: the a arent activation
overhead ratio A~, and the ~ormance ratio R. ~ ‘The apparent act v~on over-
head ratio is s~milar to the activation overhead ratio with the difference that
A’ is computed from the measured activation times (instead of from the computed
number of activations), Therefore, if t(JN) represe~ts the measured activation
tine il~curred in sorting a text of N recor~s, the apparent activation overhead
ratio for the sort !s expressed as:–

A’ = t(N) / t(i). (3)

The performance ratio R is then defined as the ratio of the activation overhead
ratios:

R(N) = A’(N) / A(N) (4)

If the values of t(~ which are used to compute A’ represent only activat~on
times, the result~ng value of R must be unity. R6te that we expect the execu-
tiol] times m:~asured for the dn~a bnse process to be almost exclusively due to
mncro activation. This is due to the fact that the only other oper~tions per-
formed by the datn bnse process during the execution of bUBllLl? SORT/r)~tl are the
invocation nnd termination of the editor. As encll of these op@r~tions occurs
only once, tllel~ effect on the activation times menruted for tests corresponding
to N>5 is negligible. The effect of these operations on the N-1 test, however,
may be qu!te profound. Here, they have the effert of incretising the npparent
nc,tivntton time t(l) by a significant fraction, resulting in artificially low
values for A(N) and R(N).

T~blc 1 summririzes the data collected for the datn base process ior each of the
fiva lmnchmnrka. Note tlwit the values of AJNJ are consistently lower thmn the
corresponding vnlues of A_~NJ. We also observe th~t In every cnse, Rfl Is
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significantly less than 1. flost important, however, is the fact that all of the
values of R are essentially equal. T!Iis feature supports our assumption that
the non-ac~ivation overhead contained in each of the measured times is sig-
nificant only for the N=l case. Fllrthermore, this allows us to compensate for
this non-activation overhead, and to compute the actual amount of (CPU) time
required by the data base to perform a single macro activation. If the dis-
crepancy between the values of R computed from our data, and the ideal value of
1, are attributed to the edit o~eration overheads present in t(l , then the
actual activation time t’(1) for “s~rting” a one-recc;rd text 9 s given by

t’(l) = R(=)t(l)
= R(20)t(l) (5)

“I+US, T, the data base contribution to the time required to perform a single
macro titivation is

T= t’(l) / n(1)
= R(20)t(l) i n(1) (6)

From Eq. 6, the amount of time required by the datn base to activate a CCC macro
is 1.19 cPu-sec.

Table 1. Contribution of the data base process to macro activation times.

At this stage it is not possible to determine the contribution cf tl~e CCC
progrnm to the macro nctlvation overhead. This is due to the fact that the CCC
program perfoims many ctller t~sks in addition to macro activation, and the
benchma~-k data does not discriminate between them.

At this point it h ner,essary to acknowledge the abysmally poor overall petfor-
mnnce of the BUBill,E SORT/DStl mscro. Indeed, we find tlmt in exc(zsn of 5 CPU-
holrrs ate required “to sort n lexl of only twenty records. In fa’t~less, however,-.—-—.-
we ml,r~t point out that thi:; (1.ack of) performance is pr~ncipnlly indicntjve of
the ulhsujtal~llily of tile CCC edito~ for implementing a sorting algorithm, and is



not generally representative of the overall efficiency of the CCC environment,
Data supporting this claim will be presented in a later secticn.

The Los Al~mos flacro Accelerator

The analysis presented in the preceding section jndicates that significant
amounts of time are expended by the CCC data base process in macro activation.
As yet uncharacterized is the fraction of time the CCC program devotes to macro
activation. In any case, it seems safe to assume that substantial performance
enhancements may be realized by eliminating the participation of the data base
process from the task of macro activation.

The most obvious means by which data base process overheads can be eliminated is
through the use of temporary data structures. This strategy requires that all
macros referenced by an applicatjor~ be copied (using the SUBSTITUTE command)
into temporary data structures. All invocations must then be modified to refer
to the temporary data structures instead of the permanent /DSll or /UM
structures. The only overhead incurred should be that which is required for the
copying operations, and provided that these are performed by the top--level
module, only one copy operation is performed for each macro. Once the applica-
tion begins to execute, all macro references refer to temporary structures that
are resident in the CCC work space rather than in the data base.

Depending upon the application, the strategy presented in the preceding
paragraph can significantly str.samli~e macro execution. Particularly for ap-
plications that invoke a small number of macros many times (in a loop or through
an index structure, for example), the copy operation overheads are negligible
cOMpnL?d to the time saved during macrc activation. Conversely, applications
that are characterized by a small ratio of macro activations to number of
modules will gain less and may even find this strategy counterproductive.

Regardless of the anticipated performance gains, this strategy suffers several
serious disadvantages from an implementation perspective. To utilize this
strategy programmers are required to physically modify their applications (to
include the copy operations and to change the macro references). In the event
that it is desired to execute only some subset of an application’s macros as
temporury structures, modifying the application to reflect this choice is a
tedious and error-prone operation. This is particularly true for large applica-
tions that may reference a large number of subordinate macros.

The strategy also hns a serious negative impact on the overall modular structure
of many applications –- a structure that we wish to preserve. In particular, it
~i:ls~ourages the use of macros that can be run ‘ i lher in a standalone mode or as
subordinates to a hiHt~er level module. As an example, consj,der a macro that
performs some processing upon all of the constituents of a particular
CONFIGURATION data structure. Assume that the name Of the CONFIGURATION to be
processed is input ns a par~meter. Finally, assume that this macro references
numerous subordinate macros to accomplish this processing. Tl}en, according to
our current strategy for decreasing the activation overheads associated with
this macuo, we wol’.lrl nrodi[y this macro to copy each of its subordinate macros to
o temporary structure. In addition, we would change each embedded macro
reference to specify the corresponding temporary structure.



The problem arises when we attempt to use our modified macro as the subordinate
to a higher level module. Extending our example, assume that we wish to process
all of the CONFIGURATION’s within a particular SYSTEH. The obvious apprcach is
to employ a superordinate macro using the LISTSTRUCTURE command, to creale ar(
index structure of all CONFIGURATION’s in the SYSTE14, and then to invoke the
CONFIGURATION processing macro with the index structur . . In this application,
we desire that the top-level macro create all of the required temporary macros,
otherwise, temporary macros would be recreated for each element of the index
structure. This requires that all copy operations be moved from the lower-level
macro to the top-level module. In addition, we must now modify the SYSTEM
processing macro to create a temporary structure for the CONFIGURATION process-
ing macro, and the latter must be rodified to support references to the
temporary structures. In order to again execute the CONFIGURATION macro as a
standalone entity, all of the preceding changes must be undone to restore the
macro to its original state. This sort of programmer overhead discourages the
use of utility macros and significantly complicates the process of debugging
lower-level nonutility modules. It has been our experience that the performance
gains that can be achieved by this strategy are simply not worth the accompany-
ing price in programmer overhead.

The Los Alamos Macro Accelerator is designed to provide the same functionality
as the preceding strategy but without the severe disadvantages and limitations.
This is accomplished by providing an executive macro (called RUN/DSt4) that sets
up and supervises the execution of any CCC application. In this manner, the
task of creat!ng the temporary data structures for application macros is always
performed by the RUN supervisor -- the programmer need never he concerned with
including code to create these structures in individual application macros. The
second function of the RUN supervisor is to invoke the specified application and
to modify (automatically) all associated sources to invoke the temporary struc-
tures instead of the corresponding permanent macros. Finally, the macro
accelerator is designed to produce no run–time ov:-heads in excess of those
produced by the manual strategy -- that is, the only significant ov~rhead in-
curred by using the macro accelerator is associated with tl~e actual copy
operations required to create the appropriate temporary structures.

A CCC macro is invoked with the macro accelerator by preceding the normal in-
vocation sequence with the command RUN. For instance, for the BUBBLE SORT/DSli
macro discussed earlier, the standard invocation sequence is of the f~rm

BUBBLE SORT FILE TO SORT/TEXT-—

where FILE TO SORT/TEXT is the name of the text data structure to be sorted. To
invoke thi~ mticro with the macro accelerator, the corresponding invocation is

RUN BUBBLL_SORT FILE_TO_SORT/TEXT

In order to facilitate the process of creating the required temporary struc-
tures, the RUN supervisor assumes the existence of a standard TEXT data
structure of type /Si4L. For example, in order for the preceding invocation to
succeed, the text BU6BLE SOR’f’/SML must exist. This text must contain the name

of each subordinate macr~ for which a temporary structure is to be created. In
addition~ the name of the top-level macro (BURBLE_SORT, in this case) must also
be included in this text.



The task of modifying the associated sources to invoke the~.r macros from the
temporary structures created by the RUN supervisor is accomplished at run-time
with essentially no additional overhead. Immediately prior to invo~n~p-
level application macro, the RUN supervisor defines a symbol (&<) to be equal to
the temporary data structure prefix character “<”. This symbol is assumed to
immediately precede every macro invocation within the application. During
execution it is automatically translated to n<tt thereby invoking the I’1’lacro from

its corresponding temporary structure.

Note that the inclusion of this special symbol as part of every macro invocation
in tt,e application introduces essentially no programmer overhead. This is due
to the fact that the symbol is uniformly placed with every macro call -- no
exceptions exist. Additionally, the symbol does not interfere with the execu-
tion of the application in the absence of the macro accelerator. In such an
instance, the symbol will not have been defined and will therefore translate to
the null string. As a result the corresponding macro will be invoked from its
data-base-resident version exactly as if the symbol were absent completely.

Complete source code for the RUN/DSM macro accelerator is provided in Appendix
B. In addition, the BUBBLE_SORT/DSM macro listed in Appendix A is properly
configured to be used with the accelerator. The corresponding /SML text is also
provided in Appendix A.

The performance of the macro accelerator was characterized by executing the same
benchmarks that were previously employed to evaluate the performance of the
macro facility. These benchmarks were motiified to accommodate execution by the
macro accelerator, i.e. the macro invocation was modified from “BUBBLE SORT
text-name” to “RUN BUBBLE SORT text-name”. A typical benchmark batch-file is
shown in Figure 4.

________________

LOGIN TEST XXXXXX
SET HOSTLOG [WNRCONFIG.DSM]TWENTY.CCC_LOG
HOST SHOW PROCESS /ACCOUNTING CDBLIBS
RUN BUBBLE SORT TWENTY
HOST SHOWPROCESS /ACCOUNTING CDP’IBS

Fig. 4. The CCC-batch file that executes the benchmark for sorting a twenty-
record text under supervision of the macro accelerator. CCC program
statistics are recorded at the end of the batch log f~le. Data base
process (CDBLIBS) statistics are recorded in two log files:
TWENTY.CCC LOG;l and TWENTY,CCC LOG;2.—

..---------—___

Overall performance results are presented in Fig. 5. Except for th~ N=l case,
the macro accelerator reduces the execution time of the benchmar!: application by
factors in the range 1.5 to 11.6. As expected, the greatest performance gains
are experienced by benchmarks that perform t}ie largest number of macro
activations. Only the N-1 case shows no improvement (a~tually, this case ex-
ecutes slightly more slowly under the supervision of the macro accelerator).
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Fig 5. Performance of the Los }.la.mos Macro Accelerator. Execution speed of the
accelerated benchmark software is represented by the points connected with
the dashed line. Baseline performance data is provided (solid line) for
comparison.



This performance degradation pres~mably refiects the fact that the macro ac-
celerator setup overhead (incurred in creating the required temporary dnta
str~ctures) exceeds the activation time saved for the two macro calls that are
mad{?.

Table 2. tlacro accelt’rater performance.

I Unaccelerated ii Accelerated I

~1’ 8.95 j-—.
‘+l”” 1! 27”’7

i-+--% w I 3.52 II 189.33

1+0’”8’+-+ ““’-l-t-’k’L
i 15 i 5850.25 i 1034.74 i 1360. ii 936.74

i:~! 17944.94 i i852.82 i 5040. ii 1694.02

Data base Page
time I Faults

JPU-see) (J()**3)

I
22.26 j 2.21

23.14 i 3.41

24.15 I 12.7-—

24.27 i 27.2—.,-

23.15 i 52.7—.

The data ccllected for each set oi benchmarks is summarized in T~ble 2. Of
particular interest .!s the behavior of the data base process execution time.
In every case the ac~elcrator uses essentially the same amount of data base
time, regardless of the number of mgcto activations. For the N=20 benchmark
this e~~ect rem the requ~re~~t~ase process time by a factor of ap-
proximately 80. Ws will call this factor the data base sy~du .

f
It must be

noted, however, that the value of the speedup is strongiy ftpfl cation dependent.
The benchmarks employed for this study were deliberately designed to minimize
the non-activation overhead incurred by the data base process, thereby causing
the resulting cpeedup to be artificially large. Applications that m~.ke more
extensive usc of the data base process (importing and expel ting texts, for
example) wiil experience smaller values for data base speedup, depending upon
the ratio of macro activations tb other data base operations. In any case, the
data of Table 2, clearly demonstrate that the macro accelerator virtually
eliminates the participation of the CCC data base from the proteus of macro
activation.

Examination of the data in ~al)le 2, however, clearly indicates th~t the gvelall
speedup experienced does not depend exclusively on the performance of theaata

- .—.

brse process. Indeed, significant differences ~re evident in t;~e relrttlve
performance of the CCC program itself. Although the apparent speeclup of the CCC
program ~3 qul(e dtanwttid (FI factor of approximately 10.5 for the N-2(I case) it
is OUI opinion thnt these gR~IIS are nttifacts of the test design FIIld of the
testing environment ond therefore are not significant. We support this claim in
the following paragraphs.

I

From Table 2, it is nppnrent tllnt the n~lrnber of pnge faults genernted hy com-
pnr~ble arcelernted and unaccelelated benchmarks begins to differ sign{ficnntly



at approximately N=1O. The discrepancy increases radically for the N.15 and
N.20 cases. Because the benchmarks are otherwise identical, these large ex-
cesses of pmge faults must be relnted to the process of macro activation.
Prerurnably, these page Iau.lts are generated by the CCC program in communicating
with the data base process prior to each macro activation. For the accelerated
benchmarks, the data base process is eliminated from participation in macro
activation, so these page falllts are not generated. Two important questions
remain: (1) what is the ~suse of the generation of such a large number of page
faults? and (2) why are there essentially no discrepancies in page fault gener-
ation (between the accelerated and unaccelerated benchmar!r.s) fcr the N-l and N=5
cases?

The answer to each of these questions seems to lie with the CJC editor. Recall
that the BUB6LE_SORT/DSti benchmark macro utilizes the editor to perform the
sorting operations. Although we have previously surmised (from the benchmark
execution times) that the editor is particularly unsuitable for this task, we
now present additional evidence to support this claim,

Table 3. Performance of the CCC Program.

l~ETE:ET%=FN I Page Yaults

I 10**3

—i--( ) !
(in tlb)

I I
ill -0.22 j oi 0.32 I

i5i 0.10 i ii 1.07 I
I I
110’ 6.92 “ 3,’ 2.39 i
I

15 1330. 6 6.25

20 .] 4990. 12 10.5.—

Table 3 summarizes the relative performance of the CCC program. tlf particular
interest is the rnte tit which the CCC program extends its work space RS n func-
tion of N. This data ~ndlcates tha: ~n the worst case (N=20), the CCC program
requires in excess oi 12 megabytes of work space to execute the BUBBLE SORT/DSfl
macro. This work space is apparently required by the CCC editor, and ~upplies
ample evidence of the inadequnry of the editor for sorting applications, The
contention that these work space extensions are ultimately respor,sible for the
page faulting which clegr~des the performance of the CCC program is supported by
the fact that. program performance is essentj,llly equivalent in the accelerated
and unncceleratec! cases for N<5. Excessive paging occurs only after the work
space has been extended by 3 HI). In view of the feet that for these benchmarks
the m~ximurn working set allocateci for the CCC program was 0.5 tlb, the pnge-
f~ult-induced performance degradation introduced by the work space extensions
a~,e quite understandable. Applications thnt require such l~rge work spnces nre
extremely rare, however, qn it is expected thnt in the vast Mi{j(lrity of cases
excessive page faulting (and the accompanying performance degradation) will not
occur.



Conclusions

In this study we hnve attempted to characterize systematically the performance
of the CCC macro facility. We have accomplished this goal using benchmark
software that is specifically designed to exercise the macro facility. As a
result, we have been able to characterize the contribution of the CCC data base
process to macro activation overheads, as well as to identify a more exotic
effect related to allocation of an excessively large work space by the CCC
program.

Of equal importance, we have provided a high-level tool, the Los Alamos Macro
Accelerator, for reducing some of the overheads associated with CCC macro
activation. This tool streamlines CCC macro execution by significantly reducing
the time required to activate subordinate macros. The overhead associated with
using the tool is generally very low, and significant performance gains can be
realized. Although the performance of the macro accelerator depends strongly
upon individual applications, we have routinely achieved overall performance
enhancements of approximately a factor of ten for real-world applications. Such
performance gains, coupled with the ease of use of the macro accelerator, have
made the macro accelerator an indispensable tool for increasing the effective-
ness and efficiency of the Los Alamos configuration management effort.

* This work was performed ul~der the d~st)ices of the U.S. Department of Energy.



Appendix A. Listing of the BUBBLE SORT Benchmark Software

---- - -- - . --------- ---------------- ---------------- ---- ------- ,----------- - - - - --
---

--- BUBBLE_SORT/DSt4
---
--- Data structure macro to sort the lines of a text in alphabetical order
--- according to the first token on each line.
---

---- by G. Cort 02-AUG-1985 Initial development
---

--- Invocation:
---
--- BUBBLE SORT CCC-text
---
--- where
--- CCC-text - i.s the name of a permanent CCC text
---

--- Example:
---
--- BUBBLE SORT LIST OF CONFIG[lRATIONS/TEXT--
---
- - - - -. - -- --------------------------------- ---- .. .------------------ - ------- - -- - - - - -

--- Turn off display and intermediate saves

SETENVIRONMENT DISPLAY=NOTHING SAVEEDIT=O
--- Invoke the editor
iJSE &1 UPDATE
--- Set up error trapping
INTERCEPT 40 PROCEI?)
INTERCEPT 41 PROCEED
INTERCEPT 43 PROCEED
---

REMOVE CURRENT KEY
RETAIN CURRENTjKEY
---

REMOVE NEXT LINE STATUS
RETAIN NEXT~LINE~STATUS
---
REMOVE PREVIOUS KEY
RETAIN PREVIOUS-KEY--

Initializations

----

REMOVE PREVIOUS LINE
RETAIN PREVIOIIS-LINE
..-.

REMOVE STATUS
RETAIN STATUS
---
SET (lI,f) MA~s~AN &MA(j’s~AN

SET MACSCAN 2
---

sn Exlsfrs o



SET N3XT !.INE STATUS &EXISTS
SET NO P~EVIO~S_LINE 41
SET ST~TUS &EXISTS
---

USE FIRST

---

WHILE &NEXT_LINE_STATUS

---

6<.GET PREVIOUS LINE

---

IF

---
---

---

---

---

---
---

Start at first line

Loop until last lir.e
= &EXISTS

Locate the previous line

PREVIOUS_LINE STATUS

Perform

6STATUS = &NO PREVIOUS LINE

Advance
(if

THEN &<.ADVANCE A LINE NEXT_LINE_STATUS——

the sort

to next line
pr~~ent)

Get first tokens
ELSE

&<.ASSIGN KEY l’REVIOUS KEY 6PREVIOUS_LINE
READTEXT ‘CURRENT LINE ‘LINE-CURRENT
&<.ASSIGN_KEY C’U~RENT_KEY &CURRENT_LINE

Compare the tokens

:[F “&PREYJIOUS KEY” > “&CURRENT KEY”—

If out of order, exchange
THEN &<,SWAP LINES—

Otherwise, advance to
next line (if present)

ELSE &<.ADVANCE A LINE NhXT_LINE_STATUS--

END

Restore old MACSCAN

END
END

---

SET tlACSCAN t50LD_MACSCAN

RETURN
6
6
b
--- Restore environment

SETENVIRONMENT DISPLAY-MACRO SAVEEDIT=999

---- Normal Completion ---- RUBDLH_SOR’1’



------ ------ ------------- —------------------------------- --------------- ----- .-
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
—--
—--
---
- .-
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
----
----

ADVANCEA LINE/DSM-—

Data structure macro to advance the editor line pointer to the next line
(if it exists) and to return completion status information to the
calling macro.

by G. Co~:t 02-AUG-1985 InJtial development

Invocation:

ALVANCE A LINE return-code--

where
return-code- is a CCC symbol that is assigned the value of

MACLASTRC

Example~

ADVANCEA LINE STATUS--

----- ----------- ----- .- - - ----- --- - - - -- - --- - ----- -------- - - -- -------------- ___ ----
--
—-- Advance the pointer
USE NEXT
--- Assign the stat,ls information
SET &1 &tlACLAS’L’RC

- ---- Normal Completion ---- ADVANCE A LINE——



.-.

--- ASSIGN_KEY/DSH
---

--- Data structure macro to assign the first token of a text line to the
--- specified CCC symbol.
---

--- by G. Cort 02-AUG-1985 Initial development
---

--- Invocation:
---
--- ASSIGN KEY to from-line
---
--- where
--- to - 1s the name of the CCC-symbol to receive the key
--- from-line - is the line from which the key is to be extracted.
---
--- Example:
---
--- ASSIGN_KEY CURRENT_KEY &CURRENT_LINE
---

--- Special Commentsl
---
--- 1, Any key that is shorter than &MAXIMUt4_LENGTHwill be paddwl with

“1” tO &hAXIllUM LENGTH.---
--- 2. Any key that is =horter than &MAXI14UM_LENGTHwill be truncated to
--- MIAXIMUM_LENGTH.
----
-- -- - - ------ - - . ________ -------- - ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

--- Initializations
F!?T PAD &o
SET PAD STRING !! !llll!lllll !11!!111!!11 111!!1
LENGTH RAXI14UtI_LENGTH6pAD_sTR1NG
--- Determine key length
LENGTH KEY_LENGTH&2
--- AdJust the key
SELECT
--- Pad the key

WHEN &Kl?YLENGTII< &t4AXIMUMLENGTII
EVALUATE FIRST COLUMN~Kt?YLENGTN+ 1
SUBSTRING PAD ‘tiFIRST_COLUMN/&MAXIMIM_LENGTH6PAl)_STRING

---

MEN 6Kl?YIiENG’I’ll> &MAXIMUMLENG’1’11
SUBS’1’R~NG PAD l/&MAXIMuM_LENG’l’11
SET &2 &m

END
----
SE’1’ 61 62.&PAIJ

.. ---- - Normnl (hmpl,etion -- . . ASSIGN..KEY

Truncate the key

li2

Assign the key



--------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
---
--- GET PREVIOUS LINE/DSM-,
--- ,,”

--- Data structure macro to read the previous line of a text open for editing
--- into the specified symbol and to return completion status information.
.—-
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---

by G. Cort 02-AUG-1985 Initial development

Invocation!

GET_PREVJ.OUS--LINE into status

where
into - is the CCC symbol into which the previous line Is read
status - is a CCC symbol that is assigned the value of MACLASTRC

returned by the READTEXT operatiol: chat initializes
<ilito>.

——-

--- Example:
---
--- GET PRkl~IOUS LINE PREVIOUS LINE STATUS.
---
--- Special Ct~mmentsl
---
—-.. 1. This macro does not alter the position of the edit pointer.
---
- --------- - - ------ - - - - -------------— -------- - - --- ------ ------ - - - -- - -- ---- ------ -- --
--- Attempt to read previous line
READTEXT &1 LINE-PREVIOUS
--- Save the return code
SET &2 &FiACLASTRC
--- Adjust edit pointer if ptevious
---- line present
IF &&2 - 0

THEN USE NEXT
END

---- Normal Completion ---- GET.-PREVIOUS_LINE



.

------ ------- .------ ,------ ------ ------ ------- ------ ------- -----_ ------------ ----
---

--- SWAP-LINES/DS14
---
--- Data structure macro to exchange the relative positions of the CURRENT
--- and PREVIOUSlines.
---
--- by G. Cort 02-AUG-1985 Ini[ial development
---
--- Invocation!
—--

SWAP_LINES

---

--- Exampie:
---
-. - SWAP-LINES
---
--- O=ipl commen~s:
---
--- 1. If the PREVIOUS line does not exist, a fatal error results.
---
------ ------ ------- ------- --------- ------- ------- ------- ------ ------- ------ ------
--- Copy PREVIOUSto after cURRENT
COPY LINR=PREVIOUS TO=CURRENT
--- Restore old CURRENTline
USE PREVIOUS
--- Delete the PREVIOUSline
DELETELINE PREVIOUS

- ---- Norhal Completion ---- SWAP_LINES



Listing of BUBBLE SOR1’/SML

BUBBLE SORT
ADVANCE A LINE
F.SSIGN i(E~
GET PR~VIOUS LINE
SWA~_LINES -



Appendix 6. Listing of the Los Alarnos Macro Accelerator Data Structure Macro

. - --- - --- - ---------— ----------- . ----- - - --------------------- - - - ----------------
---
--- RUN/DSM
---
--- Data structure macro to supervise the execution of a data structure macro.
-_.. This macro first creates temporary macros for all of the subordinate
--- macros referenced by the data structure macro being run. It then
--- ex?cutes the macro.
---
--- by G. Cort 04-JUN-1985 Initial development
---

--- Invocati\~n:
---
--- RUN data-structure-macro-name parameter-list
---
--- where
--- data-structure-macro-name - name (without /TYPE) of the data
--- structure macro to run.
--- pa~ameter-list a valid parameter list for the
--- data structure macro to he run
---

--- Example:
---
--- RUN TRUNCATE_AT_STRING SCRATCH_$WORK$
---
--- Special Comments:
---
--- I,’Subordinate modules must be listed in the structure xxx/SML where

xxx is the name of the macro being run. This module must be
--- present at the data base level.
--- 2. All DSM’S referenced in the above index structure must be present at
--- the data base level,
--- 3. The value of 6MACSCANmust be I’Ic)IIZeL’C) prior to executing this macro.
--- 4. Subordinate modules may contain no more than ten (10) parameters.
---
- --- -------- - ----------—---- --- -. ------------------- - ------ --- - - . - - - -----------

--- Declarations
REMOVE RETURNS
RETAIN RETURNS OPTION=MACRO

REMOVE <
RETAIN < OPTION-MACRO
--- Initializations
SET OLD_MACSCAN &MACSCAN

SET < <
--- Initialize the 6RETURNS symbol
SE1.ECT

WHEN &CCCLEVEL <= 2
SET RETURNS Ill!


